The working world is a unique entity. One entwined in their knowledge of engineering, their engineering education, their networks and their projects may find that, of all things, immersing themselves in the engineering profession could seem the most difficult thing of all. If you can relate to this train of thought then on behalf of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Ontario Section, Ryerson University, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) Toronto Section, Society of Tribologists and Lubrication Engineers (STLE) Toronto Section, Professional Engineers of Ontario (PEO), Woman In Engineering (WIE) Ryerson we're proud to offer you a helping hand in changing that!

On May 14th, 2015 from 10AM to 3PM EST at Ryerson University, we are proud to present the ASME & IEEE Engineering Career Fair!
Please Register at:  
http://asme-ieee-engineering-career-fair.eventbrite.com/?aff=ashraelondon

If you're a budding engineer looking to kick off their career by landing that dream entry position or are an experienced engineering graduate looking for a change in professional scenery, this is your opportunity. The career fair will play host to numerous engineering companies, organizations and societies of all fields (i.e. aerospace, biomedical, chemical, civil, computer, electrical, industrial and mechanical engineering) looking to recruit the right candidate. Polish that resume, prepare that cover letter and do your research because that candidate could be you!

In collaboration with Ryerson University, STLE Toronto, PEO York, Peo Hamilton-Burlington, WIE Ryerson and numerous other organizations and engineering companies; ASME Ontario and IEEE Toronto are in a joint effort to provide job opportunities for the thousands of expected attending engineering professionals, broadening from all engineering fields.

Organizations that have shown interest thus far include:

- Government of Canada
- ACCES Employment
- Aerotek
- Amec Foster Wheeler
- Bombardier Aerospace
- DCL International
- Dillon Consulting Limited
- Forge Consulting Group
- Investors Group
- Lincoln Electric
- Litens Automotive Group
- Magnet
- Medonyx
- Naylor Building Partnerships
- Noranco Inc
- Oasys Healthcare
- PerkinElmer Health Sciences Canada
- Pratt & Whitney Canada
- Proto3000 - 3D Engineering Solutions
- RCM Technologies
- Rockwell Automation
- Roevin Engineering and Technical, a division of Adecco
- Roland DGA
- Stantec
- Toronto Rehabilitation Institute
- University Health Network
- YDelay

Registration is completely free as is attending the ASME & IEEE Engineering Career Fair in person. As it stands the list of interested hosting companies will continue to grow and final confirmation updates will be provided to our registered attendees as we approach the final date of the fair.

Our team and its cooperating companies are delighted to bring this career-changing opportunity to your attention but if you’re seeking to land that available job position then the last and only step required of you is attending! If interested, we look forward to seeing you there on May 14th. Thank you and have a great day!